The South Australian branches of AIG, ASEG, AusIMM, GSA, SACOME and principal supporters DMITRE, Paydirt and SACOME invite you to the:

11th SA Exploration and Mining Conference

Friday 5 December 2014

22 PRESENTATIONS
- New companies/IPOs;
- Exploration projects;
- Feasibility studies/development projects;
- Near mine exploration; Mining operations

KEYNOTE ADDRESSES
- Opening address (TBA)
- DSD Review

SUMMARY
- Questions and Panel Discussion,
  Chaired by Dominic Piper, Editor Paydirt

ADELAIDE CONVENTION CENTRE, NORTH TCE, ADELAIDE

Sessions in Halls B and C; Catering
breaks and displays in Halls A, D and E
Registration 7.30 am to 8.30 am;
Conference 8.30 am to 5.00 pm
with drinks to follow

REGISTRATION FEES – $175
  Students – $15 (all GST incl.)
  Includes coffee breaks, lunch and closing drinks

Principal supporters:

Organised by:

Registration available via website:
www.saexplorers.com.au